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Fourier Analysis, 7.5 ETCS cr. (magc01)
Course convener: Adrian Muntean



Analysis based on course evaluation, including comments fields. If information has been collected in other ways, it



should also be analysed here. Any effect of joint courses should be commented on.

Fourier Analysis is a BSc level topic that can be listed as an extension of fundamental (real) analysis. It is a more advanced
topic in the sense that it asks the students have to think more by themselves so that they can produce correct, defendable,
mathematical arguments. Hence, some level of mathematical maturity needs to be acquired during the course. This can
only be achieved by following closely the lectures, by getting done on time the little projects, by reading independently from
the book (preferably in advance), and especially, by solving the homework exercises on time. 

Suggestions for changes to the next course date.

This time the examination was in the form of a take-home exam. Supporting materials were openly available for the
students during the exam moment. Next time, a similar form of examination will be used in the sense that the students will
not be asked to repeat proofs of theorems but rather to apply such abstract results in exercises (very much similar to the
ones given as homework).

1. Number of first registrations for a course: First registration = the first time a student registers for a specific course.


